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 Senior Systems Engineer, SEPP. "Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication." Leonardo Da Vinci "The ultimate goal of our
analysis of the stars is not to find 'God,' but to find a simpler place." Carl Sagan "When our planet's future hangs in the balance,
is not the goal to seek new meaning in the stars?" Carl Sagan "If you approach a project with too many ideas, the odds are that
you will be able to implement only a fraction of those ideas." -- Jim Bartlett "There are two states in which scientists are happy:
ignorance and ignorance." -- Georges Lemaître "A person's character is his destiny." -- George Bernard Shaw "The wise man

does not utter everything that passes through his mind. Rather he says only what is pertinent." -- Lao Tzu "You may never know
what results a seemingly inane action will lead to. You may even accidentally destroy your business." -- David Allen "You

cannot manufacture enthusiasm and dedication on an assembly line." -- Thomas A. Edison "The world is full of people who look
as if they have ideas. Most of them are pretty miserable, though." -- George Bernard Shaw "If you cannot do something
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beautiful, do something useful." -- Michelangelo "I find that I can never do anything by half." -- Louis Pasteur "I am only
attracted to people with large ideas." -- Jack Henry "If my present state of mind does not change I am doomed to

disappointment." -- Siddhartha "It is not that I do not want to understand. I simply do not want to understand what is always
clear." -- Martin Luther "If you tell the truth, you don't have to remember anything." -- Mark Twain "Great spirits have always

encountered violent opposition from mediocre minds." -- Albert Einstein "Remember, a good mathematician is a dull
professor." -- Albert Einstein "All who are interested in the subject, be it philosophy or science, must study the history of the
subject. There are really no new discoveries, only new interpretations." -- Bruce Lee "When I was a child, I spoke as a child, I

understood as a child, I thought as a child; but when I became a man, I put away childish things." -- 1 Corinthians 13:11
"Science does not prove truth. Science only proves it is true to 82157476af
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